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Customer Name:

Date:

Delivery Driver Name: 

Dear Customer,

BuildASpa is a company with our customers at heart and we aim to make sure that every one of our clients is 

happy with their purchase. As part of this focus, we want to make sure that each customer is fully briefed on 

their new product so that you have the knowledge and information to use our hot tubs to their maximum 

capacity. As a result of this, the following paperwork/checklist has been drawn up to make sure that your 

installer on the day hands over your new purchase  to you so that when they leave site you have all the 

information and facts you need to enjoy your new hot tub just as you should!

Prior to your hot tub delivery date, you should have been issued with a passcode in line with your purchase. On 

the day of delivery, our team will run through all the below check points and won’t leave site until you feel 100% 

happy about how to use your new spa. On leaving site, they will ask you to sign the paperwork to confirm that 

each of the points has been covered with you, and that you are happy with all the information explained.

We would just ask that alongside your signature, you include also your passcode number in order for your 

paperwork to be easily identified.

Should you have any questions, please contact the office on enquiries@buildaspa.co.uk

Dean Morley
Managing Director



Checklist 
       1. Introduction On The Basics

              a. Where to fill up your spa

              b. Where to electrically connect

              c. What to do once connected

              d. Introduction on your cabinet, the origin & information on maintenance

              e. Information on the positioning & the ‘settlement period’

              f. Information on where the steps should be placed

              g. Guidance on future possibilities for the cover, cover lifter and gazebos

              h. Location of the filter (basic)

              i. Location and operation of filter bleed screw

       2. Inside the Acrylic

              a. Identification of the amount of jets

              b. Identify which pump controls which jets

              c. Demonstrate the diverter to the customer and how it works

              d. Demonstrate the individually adjustable jets and how they can
                  be concentrated to individual pressure zones

              e. Show the headrests removal process, demonstrating their maintenance. Inform the customer that they
                  should be cleaned behind weekly and removed when not in use.

              f. Demonstrate the removal of the filter process. Turn off the spa if necessary.

              g. Explain to the customer the filter size. Offer advise on how to replace

              h. Explain the importance of the pressure filtration system being left unopened

              i. Inform consumer of the speakers & their grade. Ensure the customer is aware to ensure that not
                 too much water should meet the cone of the speakers.

       3. On the Control panel /  3.1 K300 Topside

              a. Discuss the Pump system & how the 2 speed works alongside the benefits

              b. Inform the customer of the Bluetooth system

              c. Ensure the customer is aware of the Bluetooth receiver location on the spa, ensuring that they know
                  the limitations of range due to insulation entrapment. 
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              d. Discuss the lighting on/off button

              e. Discuss the lighting sequence option

              f. Discuss the manual for changing filter cycles and eco modes. 

              g. Discuss the option to change the amperage setting

       3. On the Control panel / 3.2 k1000 Touchscreen controls

              a. Discuss the home screen & the apps within the touch screen

              b. Inform the customer how to unlock the screen

              c. Inform the customer of the Lights App

              d. Inform the customer of the temp up/down and how it works

              e. Inform the customer of error messages and where they will appear.

              f. Inform the customer how to enter the water care tab

              g. Demonstrate filter cycles with a sample setup, delete afterwards

              h. Demonstrate economy modes with a sample setup, delete afterwards

              i. Discuss how to lock, partially unlock spa for parental control

       4. Accessories / 4.1 Wifi Receiver

              a. Demonstrate where to plug the wifi receiver into

              b. Show the customer the APP needed for the relevant

              c. Demonstrate to the customer the range on the wifi receivers & possible extenders/enhancements
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       5. Maintenance

              a. Filter change every 3 months

              b. Discuss how to drain the spa

              c. Discuss filter changeout

              d. Discuss chemicals & chemicals & number of Litres in the spa (1100L Zeus, 1300L Nemesis)

              e. Discuss spa vac

              f. Discuss filter cleaning

By Signing the below, You are confirming that the delivery driver has handed over your spa adequately,
ensuring that you are fully conversant as far as reasonably practical on the products features
and maintenance best practice.

Signed:

Name:

Date Of Delivery:

PassCode:     

Module Not Applicable:

Module Not Applicable:
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